
ANNEXURE- ·1 

QUESTION NAIR 

Name of the village 
P.O. 
M.ouza: 
District 

1. Name of the Farmer-

2. Age of the farmer-

3. Sex- M/ F 

4. Are you a full time farmer? Yes/No 

5. If no, what other Work/ Job/ Business do you do? 

6. What is your status as a f~rmer- Raiyat (Owner of land)/ 

Member of Coopeartive or Group ·Farming/ Bargadar/ 

Agricultural labourer/ Casual Worker/ Tenant. 

7. Did you acquire the farm or inherit the farm? 

8. How many members are there your family? 

9. Number of dependent in the family-

10. Number of children in the family-

11. Educational status of the children in the family-

12. Do/ will you allow your children to be farmers? Yes/No 

13. If no, please cite the reason. 

14. Would you· educate your · children in the science· of . 

agriculture? ve·s/No 

15. If no, please state the reason? 
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. 16. How many of the family members work in the farm with 

you? 

17. Approximat~_ly how many hours a day do you .work in the 

farm? 

18. Approximately how many days in a year do you work in the 

farm? 

19. What is your activity during rest of the year? 

20. Area of land holding-

• Largest [More than 10 acres] 

• Large [5- 10 acres] 

• Medium [2.5- 5 acres] 

• Small [1.5- 2.5 acres] 

• Marginal [0- 1.5 ··acre] 

21. Nature of y(;!ild :- Monocrop/ Doublecrop/ Multicrop · 

22. Crops cultivated- Paddy/ Wheat/ Pulses/ Jute/ Vegetables/ 

Others 

23. Productivity of yield per crop (in Mounds)-

24. Procurement of Seeds- Purchase/ Home grown/ Governm-ent 

Supply/ Corporate house supply/Any other source. 

25. What is the nature of Seed? Natural/ Hybrid/ Genetically 

modified/ Any other variety. 

26. If purchased from any other source, is the price/ cost of 

seed affordable? Yes/No 
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27. Have the prices of seed gone up in last ten years? Yes/No. 

28. If yes, how many fold increase is there? [give reasons] 

29. How do you.irrigate? Irrigation is manual/ mechanical 

30. If irrigation is manual what is the source of water? Canal/ 

Well/ River/ Pond. 

31. If the source is pond or well, do you own it? Yes/No 

32. If no, who is the owner? Government/ the owner of the land 

33. If irrigation is electrical, WhC!t is the source of electricity? 

34. Does it have to be. purchased? Yes/No 

35. If yes, who pays for it? 

36. Is there any subsidy for water and electricity? Yes/No 

• If yes, how much? 

· • If no, how are you affected by lack of subsidy? 

37. How do you cultivate? Manually/ Mechanically 

38. If mechanically who supplies the equipments [Tractor, Pqwer 

tiller etc.] - ~aiyat (Owner of land)/ Co- operative or·Group/ 

Corporate body/ Government 

39. Supply of manures, pesticides whether- Raiyat (Owner of 

land)/ Co- operative or Group/ Corporate body/ Government 

40. Have the cost of production increased in recent times 

(especially between 1996 and 2008) -(Yes/ No) . 

41. If yes, how many fold increase is there? [give reasons] 

42. How do you sell your produce? Through Ralyat (Owner of 

land)/ Co- operative or Group/ Corporate body/ Government 
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43. ·Do you get the support pri.ce for the crops - (Yes/ No) · 

44. If not, give reason for your answer-

45. If yes, what is the margin of profit? 

46. What is the approximate income from the land you have or 

you cultivate? 

47. Suppose, a system has been introduced where a Corporate 

house tells you that you must have to cultivate only one 

crop (say, tomato, or pineappre, or broccoli) which is 

~ommercially viable, (but you will only be a worker and · 

sharer of the land you have, you will be paid good salary, 

they will supply the seed, water, electricity, equipments, 

fertilisers, manures, pesticides and all other necessaries of 

cultivation, will you agree to that arrangement? Please give 

reason to your answer. 

48. Suppose the land is to be acquired for setting up of an 

industry, will you give your land to them for monetary 

compensation at market price/ compensation fixed by the · 

government/ in exchange of employment/ alternative land?

Give reasons to your answer. 

49. What changes would you like to make in the prese.nt system 

of agriculture? 
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ANNEXURE- 2 

Report of the Field Studies 

During the. course of my work field study has been · 

conducted in the districts of Uttar Dinajpur, Dakshin Dinajpur, 

Hoogly, Purba Medinipur, Burdwan, North 24 Parganas, Jalpaiguri 

and Coochbehar of West Bengal. The said work has been 

undertaken with the farming professionals, Panchayat members as 

well as government officials of the relevant departments during the 

course of my work-. The district of Burdwan, 24 Parganas, Hoogly 

and Midnapore has · been selected to study the impact of 

corp.oratisation and the districts of Uttar Dinajpur, Dakshin Dinajpur, 

Jalpaiguri and Coochbehar has been selected to study the traditional 

agricultural system. The report of this work is as under-

• Uttar Dinajpur: - In the district of Uttar Dinajpur, study has 

been made over the traditional system of agriculture and the 

impacts of corporatisation in future on the basis of a structured 

questionnaire in the areas like- Bijgram, Barua. In these ar~as the 

. people interviewed, mostly are small farmers and the land is not 

Irrigated Land641 (Irrigation is self manag·ed) but multicropped (3 

crops are grown here). They use chemical fertilizers which adds 

burden to them along with the organic ones. In most of the cases, 

the whole family is involved .in the agricultural activities. The major 

crops of the area are paddy, wheat, mustard, veg.etables etc. They 

use the hybrid seeds for their· cultivation and generally exchange · 

seeds with the seeds of other areas every after two years. The soil 

of the area has not. been tested for long time. However, the farmers 

get necessary advice, training from the Agriculture Department. In 

this field the comparatively big farmers are in advantageous· 

position. There is the absence of crop insurance. So, they seldom 

641 Section 14K(d); TheWestBengalLandreformsAct, 1955. 
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purchase seeds from the market. They use modern equipmen_ts like

tractor, power tiller on hire. The framers , in the area. face further 

struggle when they go for selling out the· produces. In this front, 

due to the presence of corrupt gove.rnment officials and slackness in 

the government monitoring through the Agriculture Department is 

resulting to the domination of the middlemen. At this, they (the 

farmers) are compelled to sell out their produces at a price lesser. 

than the MSP (Minimum Support Price) fixed by the government for 

a particular season as they have poor bargaining power and lack of 

patience and absence of proper mechanism of information about the 

price of the produces. This is what the tale of the farmers today in 

this region. Thus, they want their children get proper education so 

that they (children today) may be engaged in some jobs in future 

while agriculture will be the last re!?ort for them. Still, the farmers 

are not ready to accept the model of corporatisation in toto as I 

have proposed. They have reservation ·on the issue of receiving 

payment for doing agricultural works and letting the land for 

corporate cultivation where the corporate body will purchase the· 

crops from them. In this regard, they wantto share the crops to the 

corporate body after securing the. food for his family642 which is 

expected to ensure food and income security in a greater way. 

Again, the farmers are. not much interested to part their lands with 

the corporate bodies of any type. In this regard, they may share the 

land with the agri based industrial houses like- Jute Mills; Rice Mills, 

Food Processing Units etc. However, they want remunerative value 

for their land or alternative land in nearby locations and they 

consider the government is the best party to purchase land from 

them. 

• Dakshin · Dinajpur: - In the district of Dakshin Dinajpur, 

study has been conducted on the traditional system of agriculture 

642 System ofBargadar and share cropping ratio to study under the WBLR.Act, 1955. 
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and the impacts of corporatisation in future on the basis of ·a 

structured questionnaire .. Here I have visited the areas like

Paschim Rainagar of Khanpur near Balurghat and Gangarampur. 

The people involved in agriculture as interviewed mostly are .the 

· owners of medium sized farms. They generally do not involve their 

women in farming but hire outside labourers to ·run the agricultural 

works. These people want their children· get proper education so 

that they (children today) may be engaged in some jobs in future 

while agriculture will be the last resort for them. Generally single or 

double crops are grown. here but, multicropping is also possible if 

the labour was available. In this region, there is crisis of agricultural·· 

labourers as they prefer to migrate in some other states like- U.P; 

Punjab; Karnataka etc. for better earning. Here, the farmers in 

· most of the cases, prefer purchase of seeds from the market, rather 

preserving the same for future cultivation because of the fear of 

non- germination due to non- purification of the same. There is no 

government supply of seeds during the. season while, sometimes 

few people get seeds of bad quality when the season is over. 

However, water supply is arranged by the government . at a 

subsidized rate of Rs.816/- per acre through shallow or deep 

tubewell. Here the people utilize the equipments like- tractors, . 

power tillers e_ither on hire or by their ownership. The cost of 

agricultural production has been increased by nearly three times 
, . I' ' 

while the cost of agricultural produces has not been increased too 

much. Still, the farmers are compelled to sell out their produces at a 

price much lesser than the MSP. (Minimum Support Price) fixed by 

the government for a particular seasQn · as they have poor 

bargaining power and lack of patience·. and absence of proper 

mechanism of information about the price of the produces. Again, 

the procurement of crops is very much irregular. At this, some mill-
. ' 

owners or co- operatives having personal relationships with the 

Officials get the information of such notice of which the rest of the· 
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people remain in dark. This is what the tale of-the farmers today in 

this region. The farmers of the region have accepted the model of 
. . 

corporatisation of agriculture· that has been proposed. But, they . 

farmers are not much interested to part their lands with the 

corporate bodies of any type. They have bitter experience in this 

regard. Regarding this, as per their. statement, at Rainagar, nearly a 

decade ago, 10 acres of land had been given to the well to· do 

people to set up a ganjee factory. But unfortunately, no such 

initiative has been surfaced yet. Again, regarding the erection of 

electric poles for laying the high tension ·wire, the land. owners, in 

recent times, have experienced the unfriendly, , rather 

uncompromising attitude towards the price. Moreover, they demand 

a comprehensive scheme for fixing the· price of land and other 

compensatory measures includi'ng the option for jobs. as they have· 

seen in practice while there was acquisition of land for setting up 

the depots of the North Bengal State Transport Corporation in early 

SO's. In this regard, they may share the land with the agro- based 

industrial houses like- .Jute Mills;, Rice Mills, Food Processing Units 

etc. However, they want remunerative value for their land or 

alternative land in nearby locations and they consider the 

government and private parties · equally depending· upon the 

package of compensation. Another shocking story in the ·District of 

Dakshin Dinajpur especially is, at the outskirts· of Balurghat; in 
.. 

Danga region the brick field· owners are enticing the local tribal 

people and thereby displacing them for the want of good quality top 

soil to manufacture of bricks with inadequate price due to their lack 

of bargaining capacity. 

• Jalpaiguri: -'In the district of Jalpaiguri, the survey has been 

·conducted over the traditional system of agriculture and the impacts 

of corporatisation in future on the basis of a structured 

questionnaire in the areas like Bahadur Mouza of Nayapara, Kharia 
. . 

Mouza ·-of Banabhasapara. Here the farmers interviewed were of 
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mixed type. They mostly have inherited lands from th~ir ancestors. 

However, some of them have purchased. M-ostly they are dependent 

on full time farming activities along with their women and outside 

labourers if requir~d but they do· not prefer to ·involve children in 

agriculture. They want their children do study and ·consider 

.agriculture as a last resort. Her:e, the farmers cultivate paddy, jute 

and potato even if there is absence of proper irrigational facilities 

hitting the productivity. The governmental support especially the 

supply of seeds in time, irrigational and other agricuitural 

implements don't reach to the common farmers. But· the story is 

· different fo'r the relative of the Panchayat Members. However, the 

farmers manage to get 18- 19 mound of paddy and 7- 8 mound of 

jute if the rainfall is fine. Here, farming is done both manually and 

mechanically. The mechanical implements like- tractors, power 

tillers are used on hire. The farmers purchase seed from the 

market and they consider the price is rising at a great ·rate, nearly 

three- four folds in .last 10 years; while, the price of seed was Rs. 

14/- two years back, they purchased last time at Rs .. 28/- per kg. 

The u~~ng of such seed has resulted into the increment of 

·production but at the same time it is becoming dearer to the users. 

Among the crops,. farmers in the locality reserve paddy first to 

ensure food security for the family of the year, while, they sale jute 

and potato, personally in nearby hats o·r markets to middlemen and 

hence, they are deprived of getting· the MSP. Sometimes, they also 

receive higher price to MSP. The profit out of farming is gradually 

dfminishin.g at the instance of increase in the price of seed, 
. . 

fertilisers, increase in the wage .of daily labourers. Roughly a farmer· 

having 10- 12 bighas of land earns Rs. 40- SOk per year but the 

farmers having lesser farming area can only survive. Recently, a 

trend has .been started of giving l.ands on lease to the local investors 

for potato cultivation. In the nearby area, it has been noticed that 

such investors could have bring nearly 80 bighas of land. Under this 
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system, the farmers allow such investors on minimum terms and 
. . 

conditions even for 2- 5 packets of potato for one bigha of · 

cultivation with an expectation that such investors would go. for 

using the fertilisers to suit the land for next cultivation as such 

farmers do not have the means to ·us~ the fertilisers. At this 

juncture, most of the farmers gave positive nod to the proposed 

model if the remuneration for farming activities is fine but, the 

response to corporatize land for industrial activities is a mixed one. 

Some of the people accepted the model· of proposed model of 

rehabilitation and resettlement while the other section of people · 

raised the issue of purchasing land and not using the same for long 

time along the stretches of highways or important locations for 

which farming is halted. 

• Coochbehar: - ·In the district of Coochbehar, survey was 

conducted over the traditional system of agriculture and the impacts 

of corporatisation · in future on the . basis of a structured 

questionnaire in the areas like- Dhaniguri mouza of Konamalli and 

interviewed. The farmers interviewed were of mixed type over here. 

They mostly have inherited lands from their ancestors. However, 

some of them have purchased; Mostly they are dependent on full . 

time farming activities . along with their women and outside 
' labourers if required but they do not prefer to involve children in 

agriculture. They want their children do study and consider 

agriculture as a ·Jast resort. Here, the farmers cultivate p~ddy, jute 

and potato even if there is absence of proper irrigational facilities 

hitting the productivity. The government~! support espe~ially the 

supply of seeds ·in time, irrigationaJ· and other -agricultural 

implements don't reach to the common farmers. But the story is 

different for the near ones of the Panchayat Members. However, the 

farmers manage to get 8- 10 mound of paddy and 5- 6 mound of 
. . . 

jute if the rainfall is fine. Here, farming is done both manually and · 

·mechanically. The mechanical implements like- tractors, power 
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tillers are used on hire. The farmers purchase lo"cal seed from the 

market and before sowing they mix up with the preserVed ones as 

they experienced impurities in packed seeds. They consider the· 

price is rising at a great rate, nearly three- four folds in last 10 

years; while, the price of seed was Rs. 14/- two years back, they 

purchased last time at Rs. 27- 28/- per kg. The using of such seed 

has resulted into the increment 9f production but at the same time 

it is becoming dearer to the users. Among the crops, farmers in the 

locality reserve paddy ,first to ensure food security for the family of 

the year, while, they sale jute and potato, personally in nearby hats 

or markets to middlemen. Some of them don't have the knowledge 

of MSP and hence, are deprived .of getting the MSP. The farmers 

having knowledge on MSP however, sometimes receive price higher · 

price to MSP. The profit out offarming is gradually dim-inishing at 

the instance of increase in the pric~ of seed, fertilisers, and increase 

in the wage of daily labourers. Roughly a farmer having 10- 12 

bighas of land earns Rs. 30- 40k per year but the farmers having 

lesser farming area can only survive. Thu·s, they are in search of 

alternative means of livelihood and a tendency found to go to the 

nearby township for work. At this· juncture, most of the farmers 

gave positive nod to the proposed model if the remuneration for 

farming activities is fine. Some farmers have also expressed their 

concern that such corporate farming may h~ad to the destruction of 

the fertility of soil ·and may leave the farmer in danger due to 

chemical fertilisers. They have informed that in a nearby area, some 
. . 

people using s~ch improved fertilisers got very good yield for three-,. 

years but from the fourth time they experienced low yield and 

· presently the situation· is so that if they do not replace the top soil 

immedt_ately, no further cultivation can go on.643 Further they are 

not sure over the contractual terms may be offered by the corporate 

bodies. However, the response to corporatize land for non-

643 At this long time contract along with fixation ofliability is oni.r the answer. 
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agricultural activities is a mixed one. Some of the people accepted 

the model of proposed model of · rehab.ilitation and resettlement 

while the other section of people raised objection that they will not 

give land to such establishments because, they ·have . close touch 
. . 

with the land which fed them and it is land from which they could 

have been able to maintain their status. 

• Hoogly: - The district of Hoogly, has been selected to study 

the impacts of corporatisation in· agriculture on the basis of a 

structured questionnaire. Here the people of . Gopalnagar, 

Rupnarayanpur near Singur have been interviewed. This area, in 

recent times, came to the lime light for the setting up of the Tata . 

Motor's Project Nario. During the process. of acquisition of land for 

the setting up of the project, question raised regarding the forceful 

acquisition of land. At this context, the study reveals - the farmers 

in the locality even if the so called unwilling. farmers realise that per 

capita land is shrinking as the number of family members increase . 

and at the same time the agricultural expenses are rising. At this, 

they feel it is difficult to meet both the ends for a family even if they 

own medium sized farm as the price graph of seed, fertilizer, 

insecticides, pesticides, and the wage of the labourers are moving 

by leaps and bounds. The people in the area as interviewed, 

purchase seeds from the market the price of which has ·been 

increased three fold in recent times; There is no mahajani system in 

the village and the landowners in most of the cases hire outside 

labourers to conduct cultivation while the oyvners are. engaged in 

some other profession. They are educating· their children and want 

their children not get involved in agricultural activities but involve 

themselves in some jobs. The land in the area is fertile and the 

land is irrigated. The farmers need· to pay only Rs. 375/- per bigha 

area for one y·ear. ·Here agricultural works are done manually as 

well as by some macryines (in most of the cases hired) like tractors, 

power tillers, threashers etc. Generally four crops are being 
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cultivated· viz. paddy, potato, jute and vegetable. There· are co

operatives facilitating the supply of seeds, fertilisers·, pesticides, 

irrigation etc. Crops are generally purchased by the Mahajans in the 

locality who always reluctant to pay· the MSP as fixed by the 
. . 

government instead they fix the price of the produces. 

On the. issue of the corporatisation of agriculture, the model, as 

propos.ed, has been proved to be attractive to them with one 

exception, i.e. on the issue of sharing of land with the corporate 

bodies. On this front, they proposed that there should be a system 

of payment of rent separately along with the payment of money for. 

the putting of labour and the applic.ation of their skill involved in the 

production of crops. In the same way, the people are realizing the 

importance of corporatisation of land (setting up of factories) when 

the agriculture is not much a profitable occupation as yet in 

comparison with other professions. Presently, many of the people 

who once were unwilling are not opposing the setting up of the 

plant looking at the future of the newer generations if they are 

ready to pay remunerative price (Rs. 20 · lakh per bigha) for the 

land, manage job of one person. per family etc. 

• Purba Medinipur: - In the district of Purba Medinipur, study 

has been conducted over the impacts of corporatisation in 

agriculture on the basis of a structured questionnaire on the people 

of Nandigram. The people here I interviewed mostly have inherited· 

property form their ancestors. But, they want their children get job 

in the corporate establishments as the price of the crop is not good. 

Again, the children of them are ·not willing to ·come to the fields 

because they want to avoid clay and mud. That is why they are 

much interested to educate their children. They like to see 

agriculture for their children as the last resort. The land in this a~ea 

is multi- cropping and the crops like brinjal, potato, tomato, paddy, · 

sweet beetle leaf etc. Geneally, the seeds are homegrown or 

certified seeds. The price of the seeds has been doubled in last five 
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y~ars. They manage the water for cultivation by themselves form 

pond or by shallow· run by diesel. They run the agricultural works 

manually or with the help of some machines like- tractors, power 

tillers etc. They get MSP or nearby price for the crops they produce. 

Generally they earn Rs. 10,000/- from one· crop. Regarding the 

. corporatisation of agriCulture, they don't have much objection .if for 

land rent is given, for labour payment is made and necessar-Y 

. trainings, equipments, seeds and other agri- implements are 

supplied by te corporate houses. And finally, on the issue of 

corporatisation of land, the people will accept if the relevant 

corporate body provides them· with the job, shelter, good price for 

land alongwith man?tge alternative land for the people who doesn't. 

get job. 

• Burdwan: - In the district of Burdwan, I have stud.ied the 

impacts of corporatisation in agriculture on the_ basis of a structured 
. . 

questionnaire on the people of Moiramajipara near Ukhda of Aandal. 

Here the acquisition of land is going on for the Bengal Aerotropolis 

Project. One of the most interesting features of this project is that . 

here, the local people in and around Pariagarh want acquisition to 

take place faster. With agricultural labourers scare in this industrial 

belt- the land being mostly mono-. crop- the landowners are keen to 

part with their plots as the· price being offered is much more than. 

what they would be able to earn profit from it. According to the 

officials, the average market price of the land here is Rs. 1.5- 2 lakh 

per acre, . after a. series of discu~sions with farmers and political 

parties, the price of land the West Bengal Industrial Development 

Corporation (WBIDC) is offering them has even gone up to Rs. 10.8 

lakh per acre depending on the fertility of the land as well as the 

vicinity of the land from the highway etc. · 

Being it a coalfield area and there is absence of canals or shallow, 

there is shortage of water; in last 5 years· monocropping takes 

place. Being it a coalfield a~ea; the owners· of land were· engaged ·In 
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some other professions and less ir:tterested in agriculture. Here the 

people, I interviewed, mostly were the 1st generation bargadars. 

Generally, they do not involve school going children in farming and 

opt their children prefer some occupation . other than agriculture 

however; they share leisure time, behind farming because of the 

reasons like- increase in the expenditure of cultivation; decrease in 

production as well as fragmentation of holding. The people· in this 

region purchase seeds once in two years to ·get better yield result 

. and cultivation mostly goes manually. The agricultural labourers, as 

interviewed, get the wage of Rs.80/- per day (became double in last 

5 years). The share croppers after satisfying the dues of the Raiyat 
. . 

prefer stocking of foods for the year and sells out the rest. 

Interestingly, the farming community receives almost the MSP (May 

be Rs. 50/- 100/- less at times) even if the same is purchased. by 

Mahajari-s because of a stron·g ·public awareness campaign by the 

Panchayats as well as by the local political parties. However, on the 

issue of the corporatisation of agriculture, the model, as proposed, 

has been proved to be attractive to them. However, in regard to the 

setting up of corporate bodies, the people are more interested: In 

the on going land acquisition process, the landowners are getting on 

an average 2.5 lakh/ bigha while a ·bargadar is getting Rs. 70 

thousand/ bigha. 

N·orth 24 Parganas: -In the district of North 24.Parganas~, study 

has been conducted· over the impacts of corporatisation in 

agriculture on the basis of a structured questionnaire. Here I have 

visited some parts of Rajarhat. Rajarhat is the area which has 

attracted the industrialists' eye for. real estate business. The land 

prices in Rajarhat, unc;fer the jurisdiction of the Bhango_r- Rajarhat 

Area Development- Authority (BRADA) have increased at a great 

extent. Ten years ago, a cottah fetched .about Rs. 2000 in the 

fringe areas of Rajarhat. Now that has shot up to Rs. 2-· 3 lakh. 
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Naturally, the farmers who have sold off their lands eVefl a year 

·ago feel __ cheated. In many cases middlemen, working for private 

firms, are buying land from the farmers and selling it to the firms. 

With a number of firms or companies are buying land .in several 

places, those whose lands fall in the middle of these acquired plots 

are under pressure to sell their lands. Iri. addition to this, many 

private companies are directly purchasing land from the land 

owners without paying attention to the ·bargadars and other 

'persons interested'644
•. Further, the Hid co Authority also 

pressurised the owners to sell bac.k land for only Rs. 8000/- per 

cottah. Now, being faced with the refusal of the localities to hand 

over the land at such a. cheaper price and the Court's status quo, it 

· is reported that the Hidco Officials are threatening the land owners 

to not to sanction the building plans, the necessary electricity and 

water connections etc. in the relevant area .. The recent Vedic 

Village controversy is another issue to discuss. Here, the character 

of lands were so rashly changed that even if original dwellers 

could not take necessary legal.steps, so that such lands may be 

brought in original form. In such deals, the agents of the Land· 

Reform's Department give detailed history of the land they 

require. In the second stage, the land sharks reach to the 

landowners. In the third phase, on assessing the influence of the 

. landowner, three separate treatment is administered-

.! If it is found that the landowner is not much influential, 

then forcible stoppage to agricultural activities. If any 

protest comes from the owner, then causing intimidation 

and hurt to the owner. Such activities· go on in such a 

way that the information in many occasions do not reach . 

to the police station. Thus, the owner sells out the land at 

a price fixed by them. 

644 Section 3 (b): the Land Acquisition Act, 1894. 
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• . If the owner of land is a bit influential, then the measure 

of enclosing his land from every corner gets the priority in 

the list. In this course of affairs, if necessar-Y, they 

purchase the land at a bit higher price. 
' 

! If the owner· stays outside, then on preparing fake papers 

they purchase the said land .and thereafter, erecting the 

boundar-Y wall along the boundarY of the land. 

The agricultural activities in the area have been stopped and the 
. . 

farmers presently are converting themselves into· casual labourers, 

guards, rickshaw pullers, P,etty businessmen to earn their bread. 

The farmers now are not willing to get back such land as 

construction of roads or buildings have taken place over such lands. 

Here, what the peasants want is the payment of proper price for the 

land that has been disowned by them in recent times. The land 

sharks and lumpenised touts may benefit the government, 

industrialists but not the people holding land and more specifically 

the peasants. 

FINDINGS: - On completion of the survey, the following findings 

may be highlighted-

• Farming is not at all profitable due to the problem of· 

marketing the agricultural produces but people consider it as 

a means for subsistence due to the problem of irrigation, 

irrcrease of the price of seeds, fertilisers, pesticides, wages of 

labourers etc .. ; 

• Mostly the farmers use the certified seeds and the seeds they 

preserve. The seeds so used along with fertilisers increased 

productivity but still 

• It has not been remained as a subject of profession for the 

young generations; 
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• Regarding the corporate control of agriculture the farmers 

have mixed response. Many of them accepted the proposed 

model if there is proper remuneration and rent given to them. 

while, others fear that at the instance of corporate control, · 

the farmers may become looser from the end of receiving 

improper remuneration for their labour, they will not be able 

to ensure the demand of the corporate ·bodies regarding .the 

quality and productivity and moreover, if the corporate bodies 

are not properly bound by law of the land for longer time of 

operation, then they may damage ~he fertility of the soil and 

shift to some other place which will be very dangerous 

because, in some cases it has ,been. found that the utilisation 
·-

of chemical fertilisers on soil results damage on the condition 

of soil. 

• Regarding the corporate entry for non- agricultural objective 

i.e. corporatisation of land, the farmers on the one hand 

·interested to part their land if they receive proper 

rehabilitation and replacement value for the land along with 

job guarantee for the eligible people in the family· as 

agriculture has no longer been · pr~fitable. Again there are 

people who are not willing to part their land because they 

consider land as the provider of all the needs. They also fear 

that land once corporatized, cannot be used for other suitable 

·purposes to satisfy the livelihood of the land looser and there 

remains possibility to keep the land idle for long without any · 

further initiative e.g. the huge tracts of land kept idle by the 

big businessmen along the stretches of the Highways or other 

important locations at many places like along the ·highway 

stretch of Siliguri- Jalpaiguri with an expectation ·of higher 

price for their land. In addition to these, there is also 

possibility of closure like Tata Motor Works at Singur .. 
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• Corporatisation of seed sector has caused great hardship to 

the farmers as it has led the higher price for the seed. As the 

seeds now made sensitive to. specific fertilisers or pesticides 
. ' 

by the chemical seeds men if they use different fertilisers the 

farmers do not get proper yield. The seed impurities have 

further added to the plight of such· people. The i.mpure seed 

causes no yield even in many cases no germination e.g. the 

impure seeds in Maida has caused great hardship to the 

farmers in recent times. There is no guarantee -system 

developed to ensure the security to the farmers in this regard. 

Sum· up: Thus, to sum up ,the government should pay proper 

attention to pay respect to the various interests of the farmer by 

designing a system in which they may take full breath without any 
' uncertainties in their mind. To device such situation, a concerted 

collaborated approach of government and· the corporate bodies is 

necessary where the farmers enjoy freedom of choice over crops, 

organic ways of cultivation with necessary inputs (seed, water, 

fertilisers etc.) supplied at a reasonable rate for sustainable 

agriculture, get necessary technical and proper marketing of their 

crops, or get proper rent for sharing land and remuneration. for 

putting labour under corporatised cultivation .. If the land is to be 

used for non- agricultural activities before ·displacing the people for 

the project, proper rehabilitation is to be .made. In additio~ to this, 

they should not be exposed to improper use of the compensation 

(price of the land after corporatization of the land+ replacement 

value of the land) amount received. Further the corporate body 

should share a certain percentage of annual profit from the unit 

with the displaced and engage itself for the socio- economic 

development of the area. To secure the livelihood of the displaced 

people the corporate body should engage .the .local people on 

priority basis. 
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